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What’s new with YOGIES? 

Six months after the meeting in Turkey, the C2 mobility in Stakliškės, Lithuania, took 

place in November. 

The meeting was held by Stakliškių Gimnazija, its chief organiser being Ms. Jolanta Ru-

čienė. Together with her colleagues, she prepared a wonderful week full of activities, 

lectures, workshops, food and fun. 

See the mobility schedule: 

 
19 November (Sunday) 
 
Arrival of the teams: 
18:00 Turkey team arrival  
23:30 UK team arrival  
23:30 Italian team arrival 
00:45 Czech team arrival 
 
 
20 November (Monday) 
 
11:00 Welcome meeting and opening by the host 
11:30 Icebreaker games 
12:00 Introduction to Erasmus+ by the host school 
12:30 Introduction to Lithuanian education system 
13:00 Tour of Stakliškių Gimnazija 
14:00 Lunch at school canteen 
15:00 Guest teams introduce their countries, towns and schools 
17:15 Walk around Stakliškės 
18:30 Introduction to national cuisines and cultures 
19:30 Lithuanian music and dances 
  

 
21 November (Tuesday) 
 
08:30 Departure for Kaunas 
10:00 Lecture at Kaunas University of Technology on CV writing and interviews by Mr. 
Gavin Stewart 
11:30 Discussion 
12:00 Tour of the city with a visit to the local shopping centre Akropolis 
16:00 Visit to Devil’s Museum 
16:30 Tour of the city 
18:00 Departure for Birštonas 
19:00 Dinner in Birštonas 
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22 November (Wednesday) 
 
08:00 Visiting host students’ classes 
09:00 Workshop on young people’s labour market, entrepreneurship  
13:00 Lunch at the school canteen 
14:00 Meeting with the players of Basketball Club “Vytautas” Prienai/Birštonas, discus-
sion about team spirit 
15:30 Volleyball competition 
 
 
23 November (Thursday) 
 
08:00 Visiting host students’ classes 
09:00 Presentation of the results of the survey “Motivation and Approach to Studies 
through Generations” with discussion 
12:45 Lunch at the school canteen 
14:00 Visit to Prienai Municipality, meeting the officials 
16:30 Dinner in Prienai 
 
 
24 November (Friday) 
 
08:30 Departure for Vilnius 
10:30 Sightseeing tour of Vilnius with a guide 
14:30 Lunch in Vilnius 
17:30 Visiting Trakai 
 
 
25 November (Saturday) 
 
10:00 Games in the gym (students) 
10:00 Evaluation of the meeting and writing the meeting report (teachers) 
12:45 Lunch at the school canteen 
13:15 Visit to Birštonas (students) 
13:15 Evaluation of the meeting and writing the meeting report, preparations for the 
meeting in Italy (teachers) 
18:30 Dinner in Birštonas, farewell party (teachers) 
  
 
26 November (Sunday) 
 
Departure of the teams 
13:40 Czech team departure 
13:40 Italian team departure 
13:55 UK team departure 
18:50 Turkey team departure 
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The teams consisted of: 

Regent Independent College, UK – Teachers: Ms. Vinita Gaur, Mr. Noaman Islam. Stu-

dent: Miss Thembi Chihambakwe. 

IIS Raffaello, Urbino, Italy – Teachers: Ms. Daria Parisi, Ms. Simone Gujral. Students: 

Miss Beatrice Dell’Onte, Mr. Jacopo Rebucci, Mr. Guido Catalano. 

Has Okulları, Antalya, Turkey – Teachers: Ms. Seda Zeybekoğlu, Ms. Zeynep Şara Ku-

şakcı. Students: Miss Laura Alina Keçeli, Mr. Aziz Kolancı. 

Gymnázium Karviná, Czechia – Teachers: Ms. Iva Vrbová, Mr. Michal Ledwoń. Stu-

dents: Miss Klára Rybaříková, Mr. Jakub Štefek, Mr. Daniel Szotkowski.  

The team of Lithuanian students, who accommodated our students and took care of us 

all weak, consisted of Violeta Ivanovaitė, Viktorija Švelpaitė, Agnė Šermukšnytė, Mantas 

Dauda, Vakaris Vindziulis, Giedrius Katkevičius, Laura Jurkonytė, Lina Jurkonytė and 

Martynas Dubovikas. 

Arrival day 

The teams travelled separately to Vilnius with transfers. 

The Turkish team arrived first and went straight to Stak-

liškės and Birštonas. The rest arrived late at night and 

they were met at the airport by Martynas, who took the 

teams to Stakliškės, where the students met their host 

families, and then to Birštonas, where the teachers were 

accommodated at the Sonata hotel. 

Day #1 

After the late arrival and a long sleep, the teams met at Stakliškių Gimnazija on Monday 

at about noon. They were warmly welcomed by Ms. Jolanta Ručienė, the Lithuanian co-

ordinator, and played a number of icebreaker games. A short introduction of the Eras-

mus+ programme and an explanation of the education system of Lithuania followed. 

Martynas took us for a tour of the school. We marvelled at the room where old instr u-

ments, commonly used in the past but almost forgotten nowadays, were stored. We also 

liked the decorations and photos of the Antalya meeting the students had prepared b e-

fore our arrival. Then we had lunch at the school canteen. 

Later in the afternoon, the guest teams introduced their countries, towns, cities and 

schools. They talked about the beauties of their countries, peculiarities of their educa-

tion systems and about what it is like to be students at their schools. 
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After that we went for a short walk around Stakliškės It’s a village of 750, however, it is 

home to an important mead factory and the local bakery produces delicious šakotis.  

In the evening, the welcome party took place. The guest teams introduced each other 

their national cuisines – we had a chance to taste baklava, sarma, parmigiano, ginger-

bread, korbáčiky and many other specialities. The hosts had prepared a stunning pre s-

entation of their local food – sausages, sweet cheese, pickles and a lot more. 

The local choir sang Lithuanian songs and the students showed us and invited us to their 

folk dances. In return for that, the guests showed each other their own national dances. 

It was a splendid evening; everyone had fun and enjoyed themselves. 

  
 

 

 

 
 

Day #2 

In the morning, the participants departed for Kaunas. It is the second biggest city in 

Lithuania, being home to 300,000 people. After arrival, we headed to the building of the 

Faculty of Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities of Kaunas University of Technology. We 

were given an interesting and entertaining lecture by Mr. Gavin Stewart, who talked 

about CV writing and job interviews. He explained to us the basics of applying for a job, 

the mistakes applicants usually make and how to impress an employer. After that, two 

members of the local students’ union talked to us about their work for the university. 
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After leaving the KUT premises, we used a cable car to get to the Christ’s Resurrection 

Church on the hill above Kaunas. We ascended the church’s roof and saw the whole city 

right under us. Then we walked to the Akropolis shopping centre, where some of us had 

lunch and experienced traditional Lithuanian cuisine. Džikukuliai are rather greasy, but 

very tasty. After some shopping, we departed for the Kaunas city centre with Mr. Vygan-

tas Kornejevas, who is the headmaster of Stakliškių Gimnazija and lives in Kaunas. He 

took us to the local Devil’s Museum, where we saw sculptures of devils from various cul-

tures. In the late afternoon we visited other churches in the centre and Mr. Kornejevas 

told us about the bridge, the crossing of which used to take 13 days (due to the different 

calendars on both of its sides). 

In the evening, the students and teachers had dinner in a pizzeria in Birštonas. 
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Day #3 

On Wednesday, the students and teachers gathered in the school’s auditorium and dis-

cussed what they had heard the day before. They used the advice in a workshop, led by 

Mr. Noaman Islam from Regent Independent College. The students were divided into 

three groups, discussing university application process, CV writing and entrepreneu r-

ship, respectively. They talked about their national specifics in the three fields and put 

together mind maps of various aspects of the assigned tasks. 

The teams had prepared some videos for the workshop, e.g. the Italian school had re-

corded a number of interviews: 

“During October and mid-November 2017 a group of students aged 16 were involved in 

cooperative activities to plan, create  and record a few interviews with young people. 

Young people with different educational background were asked a common set of ques-

tions by a selected number of students. A technician from the school together with the stu-

dents actually taped the events that were eventually turned into short video clips and 

shared via out Twinspace to all “Yogies” partnership members. 

The video creation workshop was a good opportunity to let students take  personal respon-

sibility in producing “learning objects” while using L2 in a meaningful context and focusing 

on one of the key topics of our partnership meeting in Lithuania.” (Carla, teacher, Italy) 
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At 2 o’clock the players of the Prienai/Birštonas “Vytautas” basketball club arrived. Bas-

ketball is the national sport of Lithuania, the Lithuanians are very passionate about it 

and everybody plays it and discusses it. The players talked about their team, its 

achievements and the situation in sport in Lithuania. The students and teachers asked 

them some questions related to their profession. 

Then the hosts and guests gathered in the gym and competed in a small volleyball tou r-

nament. At the end of it, results were announced and the winners were awarded prizes. 

  
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Day #4 

On Thursday, the students gathered in the auditorium one more time to discuss the re-

sults of the survey “Motivation and Approach to Studies through Generations”. It was 

interesting to see how some questions in the survey provided the same results across 
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the individual teams, while the rest gave completely different responses. The question-

naire had been prepared for both students and adults and focused on two main areas: 

 generations and their different approach to studies (with emphasis on the differ-

ence between Generation Y and Generation Z etc.), 

 motivation and the reasons of skipping classes. 

  
 

 

 

 
 

After lunch we went to Prienai, the seat of the local government. We were warmly wel-

comed by the officials and explained our project to them. They talked about the 30 th an-

niversary of Erasmus+. After taking some photos with them, we went to the Tango res-

taurant to have dinner. 
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Day #5 

The fifth day was the day when we went to Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania. It took two 

hours to get there from Stakliškės, but it was worth it despite the severe weather. We 

started our guided tour with a visit to the church of St Peter and Paul. Then we went to 

the city centre, where we marvelled at the replica of the Palace of the Grand Dukes. Dur-

ing the tour, we also saw the presidential palace, the Jewish quarter, the Literatų street, 

the church of St Anne. Finally we headed for lunch at a traditional Lithuanian restaurant, 

where we had an opportunity to taste džikukuliai, blood pudding, salmon salad or sau-

erkraut soup. 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

On the way back, we stopped close to the famous Trakai castle, but because it was a l-

ready dark, we only took some photos across the lake and ate something in the café 

nearby.  

Day #6 
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On the last project day, the students played games in the school gym and went to Biršto-

nas in the afternoon. The teachers had to write the mobility report and agree on things 

to prepare for the third mobility, this time in Urbino, Italy, which will take place between 

5th and 12th March 2018. In the evening, the hosts invited us for dinner and farewell 

party in Birštonas. 

Departure day 

The teams departed for their homes from Vilnius on Sun-

day 26th November at various times. They arrived in the 

evening, exhausted, but full of impressions and happy for 

everything they had experienced in Lithuania. 

 

 

Evaluation of the mobility 

Nothing can describe the mobility meeting better 

than “pure joy”. Erasmus+ meetings are not only 

about work, but also about fun and entertainment. 

The students – and the teachers as well – formed 

strong bonds and enjoyed the time spent together. 

There was always something to talk about and laugh 

at. 

Here are some comments of the participants: 

 “I believe that both travelling and meeting with new people are the best ways of learning 

new things. Thanks to YOGIES both me and my students had a wonderful opportunity to 
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meet wonderful people, to learn more about new cul-

tures and different subjects.” (Şara, teacher, Turkey) 

 “I liked Jakub and Daniel so much. I had a feeling I 

had known them for a long time. I loved their simplic-

ity.” (Mantas, Lithuania).   

“There was no problem that would disrupt the smooth 

course of the meeting, and there was friendly atmosphere among the students and the 

adults.” (Iva, teacher, Czechia) 

“I am happy that Beatrice and Thembi were so friendly and sociable with my parents.” 

(Laura, Lithuania). 

Our students learned many things about writing a CV 

and how to get ready for business life, also about their 

culture. (Seda, teacher, Turkey) 

“It was so nice to listen to students speaking English. I 

was impressed by the Czech students most. They were 

dressed in colours of their flag when introducing to 

their country and school. And their introduction fasci-

nated me so much. Now I have a dream – I want to visit this country.” (Viktorija, Lithuania) 

 “I had a lot of fun, and it was great to spent time with 

such different characters. I am honoured to get the 

chance to be a part of this project and I would love to 

be a part of it again.” (Laura, Turkey) 

“The humanistic attitudes, neatness and tidiness of the 

Italians impressed me a lot, the sincerity and openness 

of the Turkish students thrilled me strongly, the 

strong-mindedness, tolerance and planning of Thembi taught me valuable lessons, the in-

telligence and simplicity of the Czechs made our stay together pleasant.” (Vakaris, Lithu a-

nia). 

“Everything was planned so you never got bored.” (Jakub, Czechia) 

“Seeming to be very different at the beginning of our meeting, we ap-

peared to be very close to the end of it. It was so sad to say good-bye.” 

(Lina, Lithuania).  

“I rarely have as much fun as I had in Lithuania.” (Michal, teacher, 

Czechia) 

“I loved how open and brave our guests were. They communicated and 
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danced so freely.” (Agnė, Lithuania).  

 “Thanks for everything, that’s for Lithuania’s people. 

I’m so grateful for everything.” (Aziz, Turkey) 

“Our school was different when we had our partners in 

it. Everyone was in good moods, smiling and ready to 

help. Not only our guests were kind and pleasant, but I 

found my school students being friendly as well .” (Vio-

leta, Lithuania).  

“There was no problem that would disrupt the smooth course of the meeting, and there 

was friendly atmosphere among the students and the adults.” (Iva, teacher, Czechia) 

“I’ve made new friends and hopefully not for a week only.” (Martynas, Lithuania).  

 “I'd recommend Erasmus+ to everybody, it's a great project and a unique opportunity to 

improve one's English skills.” (Klára) 

 

  
 
Indeed, Jolanta and her team had prepared everything perfectly – we would like to thank 
them one more time via this newsletter. Ačiū! 
 

Extra-mobility activities 

There have been some activities at the individual schools related to the project. The 

schools are also promoting the project to other students. Carla, IIS Raffaello, writes: 

“At the beginning of the current school year a variety of activities  were organized in order to dis-

seminate the  YOGIES project  both inside and outside our school: students who had participated to 

the Turkish mobility created posters and a sort of welcome desk was used to explain  the “YOGIES” 

experience to younger students coming from nearby schools in order  to get to know our school 

environment and climate.” 

The students of Gymnázium Karviná keep visiting Nový domov, the old people’s home. The 

school has also held lectures on fake news, the European Parliament and law awareness. It has 
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prepared a ringo competition and is getting ready for a football match against the local Polish 

school. 

Links 

YOGIES main page: http://www.yogieserasmusplus.com/ 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/yogieserasmusplus/ 

E-twinning: https://twinspace.etwinning.net/6482 

 

Text: Michal Ledwoń, Gymnázium Karviná 

Photos: Gimnazijų Stakliškės et al. 

See you in Urbino! 

http://www.yogieserasmusplus.com/
https://www.facebook.com/yogieserasmusplus/
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/6482

